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Choch Mulix a prolific Area on the Western Margin of the Akal Horst, Southern Gulf
of Mexico
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In less than a decade of intense activity this area is already a case history. Several
discoveries in different Mesozoic intervals have already been made; the delineation phase is
ongoing for three of these, where recoverable reserves are greater than 750 MMB. At the
same time, four wildcats are on stream. We are presenting here some of the results
associated with the recent and future exploration phase
The area includes 9 wells drilled in less than 600 km2. They reach depths >5000m, all are
producing with a productivity range from 1000 to 10000 barrels/d. The Upper Cretaceous
fractured limestones constitute the upper reservoir whereas the Kimmeridgian is associated
with oolitic limestone and dolomitic facies. These producing levels reside on top and below
the Tithonian source beds. The area is deformed, therefore making it difficult to image in
3D seismic, where a deeper compressional regime is responsible for the antiformal
structures, associated with salt tectonics and they have in turn induced gravitational gliding
for most of the Tertiary section. The major regimes are separated by a pressurized zone
from where most of the shale diapirs are rooted in.
The presented examples highlight the methodology used to document the new prospects,
the spill point maps, the upside potential in the tertiary, as well as the one proposed for
deeper sections. The integrated study considers most of the relevant variables concerning
the geometry, petrophysics, fluids and facies distributions. They all together are tuned into
the understanding of the petroleum system along with different depth conversions
performed to honor the data.

The results of this study were generated from the integration of multiple disciplines and
tools in order to unravel additional potential for this area. From the original 1100km2 of the
3D seismic, only the newly processed northern 700km2 were used. The suites of logs from
the 9 wells already drilled in the area and vicinities were used. The 9 sonic logs, checkshots and available VSP were combined in order to generate a new vintage of homogenized
synthetics. These showed a very good calibration with the seismic. The data from cores and
cuttings were also integrated with all the recorded logs and a series of ELANs were created
using the same reference frame for all wells.
The test results were also considered within the context of the logs in order to calibrate
reservoir quality, porosity distribution, lateral continuity, thickness change and oil quality.
Figure 1 shows a work flow diagram on how the entire data set was integrated
The outline of the study area, relative location with regards to the southern Gulf of Mexico
coastline, wells distribution as well as the water depths are shown in Figure 2.
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Figures 1. & 2- The flow diagram used for the Choch Mulix study (left) Relative location
of the area to the Southern Gulf of Mexico (right)
A fence diagram including several key parameters, such as facies changes interpreted from
logs, cores, cuttings and seismic, porosity measurements, structural controls, depths, oil
type and quality including source bed distributions were generated for the Upper-Mid
Mesozoic section of the study area (Figure 3).

Figures 3.and 4.- Shows on the left the fence diagram built for all the wells and prospects
considered in this study where all the rock and physical parameters were combined to
provide the best image of reservoir condition and distribution. The right figure shows the
Top Cretaceous structural map (in time) generated for this area

Key markers as the Top Eocene, Top Cretaceous, Top Kimmeridgian were digitally
mapped in time. The uppermost level represents the seal for the underlying reservoirs. The
lower two constitute the main reservoirs targeted in this region (the fractured Cretaceous
carbonates and the porous oolitic section from the Kimmeridgian). The lowermost marker
also defines the base of the most regional source beds commonly identified for this region
(Figure 4). Four other overlaying markers were also mapped in order to control
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stratigraphic distribution of major sedimentary packages and better outline the MioPliocene distribution, due to thickness changes and growth regulated by extensional
tectonics, which is in turn floating on top of the underlying regional decoupling surface.
The basal marker of the Oligocene - Miocene defines the boundary between two domains:
the prevalent deeper contractional regime and the self adjusting gravitational gliding regime
floating on top. The upper interval constantly readjusts due to the compressional effect of
salt tectonics and mud diapirism associated with the over-pressuring of the more than 2 km
thick upper Miocene-Pliocene section (Figure 5).

Figure 5.- A panel including all the wells and prospects showing the consistent calibration
of the seismic and well data. The views are focused to the Mesozoic intervals

Depth conversion for the targeted reservoirs required a more sophisticated approach due to
considerable lateral velocity changes in the area. These are attributed to over-pressure
zones developed at the base of the extensional system decoupled in the Oligocene –Lower
Miocene interval. These zones show geometrical similarities to the well known roller
structures of salt tectonics, however in this case they are associated with low velocity
intervals. In the area the over-pressure zones are hosted in shale diapirs, which are well
developed at the base of the footwalls of the normal faults. These are highly deformed overpressured shales, which have been confined within. These effects of low velocities zones
are evident in sonic logs and are self-explanatory when constructing the Time –Depth
curves. A 3D volume of the outlining of the Upper and Lower limits of these velocities
anomalies are shown on Figure 6.
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Figure 6.- A 3D view of the level of complexities for the velocity model considered in the
depth conversion used for this study.
The depth conversion maps were created after taking into account the velocity problem,
with a result of three independent structurally controlled prospects documented. One of
those is shown in orthogonal cross section and the structural map in depth for the top
Cretaceous (Figure 7).

Figure 7.- A NNW-SSE seismic section across Prospect 1. The wells on both sides are
discoveries associated with productive intervals of light oil tested within the Mesozoic
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Figure 8.- An E-W seismic section showing the image of Prospect 1
Additionally, other prospects were identified for further documentation when evaluating the
resulting spill-point map for the area. This map also allowed the visualization of relocations
for appraisal and development wells. The spill-point map is shown on Figure 9, where
tentative limits are outlined to highlight the extent of the proven areas for all these
structures previously drilled and how much additional potential remains.
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